ing the Clifford algebra C(F), and found that if E is given the topology t(V) described below, then, in the induced topology, C(E) is a topological algebra.
However, an example is given in [9l of a topology / on E, with t strictly finer than t(V), for which even the tensor algebra T(E) is not a topological algebra.
In § 2 it is shown that, even if t is strictly finer than t(V), multiplication is hypocontinuous, and some desirable conclusions may be drawn. On the tensor product of two vector spaces, a topology corresponding to the projective tensor product topology described by Grothendieck in [8] has been used: Let (F, t) and (F, s) be separated linear topological vector spaces over k. In [6] it is shown that there is a unique topology, denoted t ® s, on E ® F such that (i) the canonical bilinear map b : E x F -> E ®F is continuous;
(ii) if G is a topological ¿-vector space, and the bilinear map b: E x F -► G is continuous, then its corresponding linear map I: F ® F -> G is continuous.
If E" denotes the tensor product of F with itself n times, then the tensor algebra T(F) of E is the direct sumQ^^F", where E = k and E = E. For a quadratic form q on E, let / be the two-sided ideal generated by the elements of the form x ® x -1 • q(x) in T(E). Then the
Clifford algebra C(E) is the quotient T(E)/I. If the summands of T(F)
are each given the projective topology ®t, then the Clifford algebra can be topologized by extending through sums and quotients. These induced topologies will still be written ®t.
The following propositions are due to Gross and Miller [9] . Proposition 1.1. Let (F, /, q) be a linearly topologized space with quadratic form q. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Qyr restricted to E is the original topology t;
(ii) / > t(V) for some totally isotropic subspace V of E;
(iii) the ideal I is closed in T(E); (i) b is separately continuous;
(ii) for each zero-neighborhood V in F and each choice of a fixed S in Gj, there is a zero-neighborhood U in E2 such that biS x U) is a subset of V.
The definition for G2-hypocontinuity is symmetric.
As an example, the evaluation map ix, x*) in E x E*, fot E* the alge- We will show that for t > tiV), multiplication is G-hypocontinuous on TiE), if G is the set of linearly bounded subsets of T(E).
Recall that a topological inductive limit (E, t) = lim(E , t.) is said to be strict if E . C E. for i < f and if the topology induced by t ■ on E. is t.. V of E, then the tensor algebra TÍE) is the strict inductive limit of the partial sums ®" = 1 E1, n = 1, 2, • .
• . We can now state the main theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Lez" G be the set of linearly bounded subsets of TlE).
Then multiplication Q9: 77(E) x TiE) -< T(£) is G-hypocontinuous.
Proof. Let B be linearly bounded and let Í7 be a zero-neighborhood in TiE). We will construct a zero-neighborhood V in TiE) such that V ® B is in TiE) such that W. ® ¿>. is a subset of U. where the e's run through all elements in E, [e] is the space spanned by e, and the U's run through a zero-neighborhood basis for E. The S signifies £e ...e e£ S _ , where for example,
e 2e E perms e2eE e?2eN ow B Pi (7 sits in a finite part of this sum, which we call We have not been able to obtain a strictly analogous result in CÍE). In order to pass to the conclusion that multiplication on CÍE) be G-hypocontinu- Proof. Let U be a zero-neighborhood in CÍE) and let B be linearly bounded in TÍE). Then there is a zero-neighborhood V in TÍE) such that piV) is contained in (7, and a zero-neighborhood W in TÍE) such that miW x B) = W ® B is contained in V. Then p(rzz(W x B)) = piW ® B) is in Í7, establishing the G-hypocontinuity.
Next, we know that pía ® b) = pía) • píb). Now if a is in the same class as a, and b is in the same class as b, then pía ®b) = pía) ■ píb) = pía') ■ píb') = pía' ® b'),
giving the second part of the lemma.
We may impose a further restriction and obtain an imperfect analogue to Theorem 2.2 for CÍE). The easy proof is omitted.
Theorem 2.4. Ler G denote the set of subspaces B in CÍE) for which B = pÍB) for some linearly bounded set B in TÍE). Then multipli- 
